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INFINITE NODAL NONCOMMUTATIVE JORDAN

ALGEBRAS; DIFFERENTIABLY SIMPLE ALGEBRAS

BY

D. R. SCRIBNERC)

Abstract. The first result is that any differentiably simple algebra of the form

A = FI + R, for R a proper ideal, 1 the identity element, and F the base field, must be a

subalgebra of a (commutative associative) power series algebra over F, and is

truncated if the characteristic is not zero. Moreover the algebra A contains the poly-

nomial subalgebra generated by the indeterminates and identity of the power series

algebra.

This is used to prove that if A is any simple flexible algebra of the form A = F1 + R,

R an ideal of A *, then A * is a subalgebra of a power series algebra and multiplication

in A is determined by certain elements c¡¡ in A as in

where c„= — cif and " • " is the multiplication in A*.

This applies in particular to simple nodal noncommutative Jordan algebras (of

characteristic not 2).

These results suggest a method of constructing noncommutative Jordan algebras

of the given form. We have done this with the restriction that the c¡, lie in FI. The last

result is that if A is a finitely generated simple noncommutative algebra of character-

istic 0 of this form, then Der (A) is an infinite simple Lie algebra of a known type.

I. Introduction. Much has been written about simple nodal noncommutative

Jordan algebras which are finite-dimensional. The general purpose of this paper is

to drop the assumptions for finite-dimensionality and prove several results analo-

gous to the finite-dimensional results. We will always assume characteristic ^2.

In particular one has the following theorem due to Kokoris [5] : Let A be a simple

nodal noncommutative Jordan algebra, finite-dimensional over F Then F has

characteristic p, A+ is the ^"-dimensional (commutative) associative algebra

A+ =F[1, xx,..., xn], xf = 0,n^2, and multiplication in A is given by

0) fi=f-z\lß:^     *--*.

where at least one of the cu has an inverse.
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We prove (Theorem 2) analogously that for A a simple flexible algebra of the

form A = F\+R, Ra proper ideal of A +, that A + is a subalgebra of a formal power

series algebra (truncated if the characteristic is p > 2) and that multiplication in A

is determined by certain cy as in Kokoris' theorem.

As a consequence a simple nodal noncommutative Jordan algebra is of character-

istic p > 2 and is a subalgebra of a truncated power series algebra.

As in the finite-dimensional case, the result depends on a classification of

differentiably simple (commutative associative) algebras of the form A =F\ +R, R a

proper ideal. In the finite-dimensional case, with R nil, it was known [5] that such

an A was a finitely generated truncated polynomial algebra F[l, Xx,..., Xn], A7 = 0.

In [1], Block gave a generalized version of this, with a much condensed proof.

With the assumptions (i) A commutative associative differentiably simple, (ii) A/R

a field, (iii) there exists a nonzero x in A with Rx=0, he proves A is a finitely

generated truncated polynomial algebra. Following the general outline of Block's

proof, we prove (Theorem 1) if A is a differentiably simple algebra of the form

A=F1 +R, for R a proper ideal, 1 the identity element, and F the base field, then A

must be a subalgebra of a (commutative associative) power series algebra over F,

and is truncated if the characteristic is not zero.

In §IV we will consider a special case of the converse to the results of Theorem 2.

Explicitly, for P a polynomial algebra, ctj= —cn arbitrary elements in Fl, • the

multiplication in P, then (1) above gives a noncommutative Jordan algebra structure

on P. In [4], Schäfer has done this for finite-dimensional algebras. Moreover, he has

given a criterion for simplicity of the noncommutative structure and studied

simplicity of the Lie algebra ad (A)'. The same condition for simplicity holds in the

case we present. Finally, in case P is a finitely generated algebra of characteristic 0,

we show (Theorem 3) that Der (A) is a simple infinite Lie algebra of a known type.

II. We shall now state Theorem 1 in detail and give the proof.

Theorem 1. Let A = F\+Rbe a differentiably simple algebra over the field F and

R a proper ideal of A. Then A is commutative and associative and

(i) If the characteristic of F is p¥=0, R is nil and B^A^B*, where B is the trun-

cated polynomial algebra F[l, Xt : i e H]/(X?) for some index set H and indeter-

minates Xh and B* is the truncated formal power series algebra in these generators.

(ii) If the characteristic ofF=0, A is nil semisimple and BçAçB*, where now B

is the polynomial algebra F[\, X¡ : i e H] for some index set H and indeterminates

Xi and again B* is the formal power series algebra in these generators.

Proof. We first observe that the algebra A must be commutative and associative.

Ravisankar has given a simple proof of this in [3]; although he has stated that his

algebras are finite-dimensional, the assumption is not used in his argument. The

remainder of the proof is accomplished in a number of steps.

(1) R2^R and p|"- i-R'=0.
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Proof. Let D be arbitrary in Der (A). Then R = R2 implies D(R)^R, a contra-

diction. Similarly D(Rk + 1)^Rk for all k implies D(Ç\ Rk)<=Ç\ Rk and f] Rk = 0

because it is a differentiable ideal.

In the following steps we shall refer to the P-topology of A. As for example in

[8], the neighborhoods of 0 are determined by the powers Rl, the topology is

metrizable, and there is the notion of the completion (of any subalgebra) with

respect to this topology.

Let {Xi+R2 : i e H} be a basis of R/R2. We define B^A as the subalgebra of A

generated by {1} u {x¡ : ieH}. Then with respect to the induced metric on the

subalgebra B, we define B* to be the completion of the algebra B. B* may be

thought of either as the set of limits of Cauchy sequences in B or, equivalently, as

the set of formal power series in the x¡, i e H. Multiplication in B* is well defined

by setting ¿>c = lim bkck where ¿> = lim bk and c = lim ck.

(2) Any a in A is the limit of a Cauchy sequence in B, and thus we can consider

BçA^B*.

Proof. From the fact that {x¡ + R2 : i e H} is a basis of R/R2 it follows by

induction that {x|j- • -x{j : 2 U—k} spans Rk/Rk+1. Thus

{l}v{x\\---x\y.2hikk}

spans A/Rk+1. In particular, for any a in A and any k, a=ak+yk, where ak is a

polynomial in the xt's and 1, and yk is in Rk. In addition it follows that {ak} is a

Cauchy sequence in this P-topology and that a = lim ak. But this means that we may

consider A £P*, in the sense that a -*■ lim ak, the afc's considered as elements of B*,

is an algebra monomorphism.

(3) Let E be the polynomial algebra with identity 1 in the indeterminates

{Xi :ieH} and E* the power series algebra in the same indeterminates. Then the

maximal ideal M in E generated by the {Xt : ieH} has the property that p) Mi = 0

and E* is the completion of F with respect to the topology induced by the M\

i= 1, 2,.... Define /i(A'i) = xi and h(l)= 1 from {1} u {X,} to {1} u {*,} in B. Since

the Xi are algebraically independent, this first extends to a unique homomorphism

from E onto B, and then to a homomorphism from E* onto B*.

We define K=ker h. The goal before us is to show that if the characteristic is

p + f), then K=(Xf)*, the ideal of E* generated by Xf, ieH, and if the character-

istic is 0, then Ä"=0.

(4) If / is a differentiable ideal of B*, then I=B* or / n A=0.

Proof. Consider I r\ A in A. It is an ideal of A. Moreover let D be in Der (A).

For any a in B*, define

D*(a) = lim D(ak),

where {ak} is a sequence in B with limit a. It is straightforward to check that D* is

well defined, and that D* is in Der (B*). Moreover D*\A = D, so that D(I n A)

<=:! c\ A. Thus I n Ais a differentiable ideal of A and as such must equal 0 or all
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of A. In the latter case 1 is in A=I n A and I=B*. I.e., either InA = 0,

or I=B*.

(5) Let A={/)* e Der (E*) : there exists a D s Der (B*) with h° D* = D°h}.

Then (i) Kisa A-ideal; moreover (ii) if L 2 K is a A-ideal of F* then either L=E*

or LnE^K.

Proof, (i) is straightforward.

(ii) First note that if D is in Der (B*) with /)(xi) = ai in B*, then we can define

D*(Xi)=fi

for any/j in F* such that h(f) = at and extend D* uniquely to a derivation D* on

F* which automatically satisfies h° D* = D °h. Namely, we first extend D* to a

unique derivation of E by induction. Then for a = lim gn arbitrary in E*, define

D*(a) = lim D*(gn).

Then /)* is a well-defined derivation of £*; finally because D ° h and h° D* agree

on the JJffc, ks H, the usual procedure shows that they agree on E*.

This implies h(L) is a Der (5*)-ideal of B*, for given £> in Der (B*), we have a /)*

in A with h ° D* = D o h, so

D(h(L)) = /z(Z)*(L)) S h(L).

But now step (4) implies h(L) n A = 0 or h(L)=B*. In case /¡(L) n yi=0, we obtain

L n E^K. On the other hand, if h(L)=B*, 1 must be in L, and therefore L = E*.

(6) Der(F*)(A:)nFç/i:.

Proof. As in [1], L=Der (E*)(K)+K is a A-ideal of E* which contains K. Thus

(5) implies Der (E*)(K) + K=E* or Der (£"%£) n E^K. Now suppose

Der(F*)(/s:) + /s:=F"c. Then in particular 1 is in Der (E*)(K) + K. But then

K would have to have elements with nonzero terms of degree less than or equal to

1 in the X¡. Thus there exists a k = 2™= 0knin K with &n the form of degree n in the

Xi, and with ^o + fci/O. If we write k0 + kx = a\+^aljXil, with a, afi in F, then

A(fc0+fci)=«l+2«W But h(k0 + kx) = h(k-2n=2 K)= -A(2»=a fc„), which is in
R2. However al +2 a^x^ in Z?2 is a contradiction to the fact that the Xi + R2 were

chosen to be a basis of R/R2. This completes the proof of (6).

(7) If the characteristic of F is p¥=0, then K^2.(X?), the ideal of E generated by

Xf, isH.
Proof. Consider J={xp : xsR}. JAçRA^R, so JA is a proper ideal of A.

Moreover, if D is in Der (A), D(JA)^D(J)A+JD(A)^JA, so JA is a proper

differentiable ideal of A and therefore=0. Thus 7=0, so in particular xf=0 for all

/' in H. As A(1T1)=jc<, this implies (X?)^K.

(8) If the characteristic is 0, K n F=0. If the characteristic is p=£0, then Kn E

= (Xf), the ideal of E generated by the Xu i e H. Consequently the proof of the

theorem is completed.
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Proof. By step (6) we know that Der (E*)(K) n EçK. Suppose there exist

polynomials in K and let/be such a polynomial. For any fixed y g H, d/dXj is in

Der (F*) and d/dX¡: E -> E (as F is just the polynomials of E*). Therefore

df/dX) is in Der (E*)(K) n F s K n F.

Also df/dXj is of lesser degree in the A"j than/. Now suppose

£<„.¥£•••.*£,       c(f)inF,

is a term of/(and there does not exist another term of/of the form aX\\ ■ ■ ■ Xfc, a in

F). Then

tjcit)X¡l--X¡>^---Xt

is the only term of df/dXj of the form aX\\ ■ • ■ A?/-1 • • • A"/;, a in F We shall denote

the degree 0 form off by c(0) in the following.

From here on it is less confusing if we consider the characteristic p=0 andp^Q

separately. If the characteristic is 0 we will assume / has been chosen to have

minimal degree in the Xt. By the last paragraph, this forces df/8Xj = 0 for any fixed

j in H. Therefore also r,c(i)=0 for all cm and any y in H. But then if c(i)/0, t¡=0

must hold for allj in H, and cmX\\- • ■ A"/; must be the degree 0 form off. That is,

except for the degree 0 form c(0), all the coefficients cU) are zero; hencef=cm. But

then h(f)=h(cm) = cm must also be zero as it was assumed that/was in K That is,

A" contains no nonzero polynomials and h: F-> B is an algebraic isomorphism in

this case, which in turn implies h: E* -*■ B* is also an algebraic isomorphism.

If the characteristic isp^O, we want to show that all polynomials in AT must lie in

(A7). Hence we now assume/is a polynomial of minimal degree in K such that

/is not in (A?).

Using the above notation for/ we have df/dX, is in (Xf) by the minimality of/not

in (Ajp), and so each term

ticmx¡i---x¡ri---xt

of df/dXj is in (A?). If we have X\l ■ ■ A"//"1- • ■ Aft in (A?), then multiplying by

c(fíXit forces cittX¡l- ■ ■ Xfe, the c(() term off, to lie in (A7). On the other hand, if

X¡\- ■ ■ A?/-1- • • A7» is not in (X?), we must have i;c(() = 0. As we can assume c(i)^0,

this implies

tj = 0       (modp).

If iy is positive and divisible by p, clearly the cU) term off lies in (Xf). The only

remaining case is when /, = 0 for ally in H and c(() is the degree 0 form, c(0), off.

Altogether this implies that /= c(0) (mod (AT/)). But in step (7) we showed that

(X[)S:K, and so this last equation implies that c(0) is in K. This is a contradiction

unless C(0)=0, in which case /is in (Xf), again a contradiction to the choice off.

This completes the proof that E n A'eiA'f). Since step (7) gives us the other con-

tainment we have the equality E n K= (A¡p) as desired.
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Thus finally, we have that h induces an algebraic isomorphism from E/(Xf) onto

B, which in turn implies that E*/(X?)* and B* are algebraically isomorphic, where

(X?)* denotes the ideal of E* generated by (Xf). This completes the proof of the

theorem.

III. We now apply Theorem 1 to simple flexible algebras of the form A=Fl + R

for R a proper ideal of A + . The proof of the following lemma may be found in [5].

Lemma. If A is a simple flexible algebra of the form A=F\+R,for R a proper

ideal of A + , then A+ is differentiably simple.

Theorem 2. Let A be a simple flexible algebra of degree 1 over afield F of charac-

teristic =£ 2, and suppose A is of the form FI +Rfor R a proper nonzero ideal of A*.

Then A+ is a subalgebra of a (truncated if characteristic > 2) power series algebra as

described in Theorem 1, and multiplication in A is given by

fig=fi-g + íZñ--7r7-cii,       CittnA,
2 ¿-1 dxt dx¡

where ci; = — cjt and at least one ci} is not in R.

Proof. The first statement follows by Theorem 1 and the above lemma. Now let

f be in A. That [/, ] = ad/is a derivation of A+ is well known [5]. Suppose [/, x¡\

= a,(f) in A. Then if g is any polynomial in A, it is clear by induction that [/, g]

= 2 (dg/dx,)-aj(f). If h in A is not a polynomial, suppose gn is a sequence of poly-

nomials in A converging to h. For any D in Der(A+), Z)(limgn) = lim D(gn). In

particular, [/, h], and d/dx¡ are in Der (A+), so we have

[/, h] = lim [/, gn] = lim 2 Ir;*//) = 2 }%*&)'

Next, by the same argument the derivation [x„ ] is determined by the a^x,)

= [xt, xt], so

[Xj,f]   =   ¿^-[Xy.Xi].

But [xj,f] = - [/, Xj] = - alf) then implies

8f-aAf) = ^Z¿-[xj,Xi]
dx¡

Substituting in our last calculation of [/, h], we obtain

-    ¿ 8Xj dXi l** Xii

_ v df dh .
- ¿&Täc7lXi'XiJ-
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By setting cif = [x¡, x¡] and noting that fh=f- h+\[f, h], we have the multiplication

determined as desired. Finally note that if all ctj were in R, R would be an ideal of

A, a contradiction.

Corollary. If A is a simple nodal noncommutative Jordan algebra of character-

istic not 2, then A satisfies the hypothesis and hence the conclusions of Theorem 2.

(Thus the characteristic is necessarily p > 2.)

Proof. If/?=the set of nilpotent elements, McCrimmon's result [2] implies R is

an ideal of A +.

IV. In light of Theorem 2 it seems logical to construct noncommutative Jordan

algebras by introducing new multiplications on subalgebras of power series

algebras. Although this can be done quite generally, our result here deals with the

following special case. Let P be a polynomial algebra F[l, xt s H], xf = 0 if the

characteristic of F is greater than 2, and suppose ci} = — cn are arbitrary elements in

F. Then define A as the vector space of P with the multiplication

fig =f'g+\ 2 J£-J|-c«      ("•" the ̂ -multiplication).

An easy computation shows that A is flexible and hence a noncommutative

Jordan algebra. Suppose the bilinear form induced by (xh x¡) -*■ cu on the subspace

V of A with basis {x{ :ie H) is nondegenerate. Then assuming A not simple choose

/to be a nonzero element in a nontrivial ideal I of A. Without loss of generality we

may also suppose / involves only the generators xx,..., xn. Since ( , ) is non-

degenerate there exists a y in V such that (y, x)=0 for i = l,..., n — 1, and

(J> xn) = 1. That is, y satisfies [y, xt] = 0 for i = 1,..., « — 1, and [y, xn] = 1. However

the ideal / must contain yf-fy =[y,f]. As [y, ] is a derivation of A +, we have

[y,f] = 2 [j> *i] ' df/dxt = 8f/dxn. This process leads to a nonzero element in / which

is void in xn and involves only xx,..., xn-x, which in turn leads to a nonzero

element in / which is a constant, contrary to the choice of /. That is, ( , ) non-

degenerate implies A is simple.

Conversely, if ( , ) is degenerate, there is an x in V such that (x, y)=0 for all y

in V; in particular (x, x) = [x, xt]=0 for i in H. But then by induction we obtain

[x,f]=0 for any/in A. Finally [x, A]=0 implies that x-A is a nonzero proper ideal

of A. Thus degeneracy of ( , ) implies that A is not simple.

We now restrict A to be a finitely generated simple polynomial algebra (with the

Cij s F multiplication) and study the derivations of A. Since a finitely generated

algebra of this type of characteristic^ > 2 is also finite-dimensional, and this case is

well known [4], we shall moreover expressly assume F is of characteristic 0. By the

above two paragraphs there are an even number of generators, say xx,..., x2n. We

shall assume [x2i-i, x2i] = 1 for i= 1,..., n, and [xk, x¡]=0 if{k,j}¿{2i-1, 2i) for

all i. Now D in Der (A) implies D is in Der (A+) and it is clear that any derivation

of A + is completely determined by where the generators are mapped, i.e., D(x)=at
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in A determines D (and conversely x¡ -> at, for a¡ arbitrary elements in A, induces a

unique derivation of A +). Under these conditions, Schäfer has shown in [4] that for

D a derivation of A +, D is in Der (A) if and only if

(i) eP~ = ̂  for^odd-
oxj+X      oxi + x

(2) ^=^    roruodd.

(3) g+ga.otawÄ

Theorem 3. Lei A be a simple noncommutative Jordan algebra over the field F of

characteristic 0, A+ =F[l, xx,..., x2r], and multiplication in A be determined by

c2ic-i.2k= -c2kt2k.x = l for k = l,2,.. .,r, and c¡j = 0 if {i, j}^ {2k-I, 2k} for all

k. Then Der (A) is a simple Lie algebra of a known type.

Proof. We refer to R. L. Wilson's notation and remarks in [7]. There C=Com-

plex numbers, W(m) = Y)er C[[xx,..., xm]] and

■f(2r) = ¡De W(2r) : Dw = 0, w = T «fo*,_i A dx2\.

(As is there explained, "the action of a derivation D on the algebra 2 of differential

forms is that of the Lie derivative. Thus S> is the exterior algebra on {dxx,..., dxm}

over CO*,.. -, xm]], df=2(df/dXl) dxu D(df) = d(Df), D(fw) = (Df)w+f(Dw), and
D(w A z) = Dw A z + w A Dz for allfe C[[xx,..., xm]] and all w and z in 3>.")

Now it is clear that the assumptions and conclusions are unchanged if one

assumes F= C. Then it is a straightforward calculation that Schafer's conditions

(l)-(3) for D g Der (A) are equivalent to Der (Ä) = f"(2r). But -f(2r) is a simple

infinite Lie algebra of Cartan type over C [7].

A simple corollary to this result is that ad (A), which must equal Der (A), is also

a simple Lie algebra. There is a possibility that if the cl} were not restricted to

FI, but A were assumed to be Lie admissible, simple, and of characteristic 0, that

ad (A) would still be simple. We have not resolved this, but we have shown the

derived algebra ad (A)' is simple under the assumption that A is simple and Lie

admissible [6].
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